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Ibla, the old town of Ragusa cultural center, in all its splendour.
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Objectives, what is this project about?
The project SAHS is a training course that will take place in Ragusa (Sicily, Italy) with the
partake of 28 participants plus 3 coaches to be held by 7 associations from as many
European countries.
The project is designed to host youth people (18-35), and it will deal with journalism,
defense of human rights, media, youth working and local impact on political issues. The
project SAHS was planned for 7 participants with fewer opportunities, one for each
association. The project aims to involve: volunteers and members of NGOs, aspiring
journalists, youth workers, media trainers, immigration experts and humanitarian law, staff

who works closely with refugees and victims of human trafficking, minorities group rights
and fight against discrimination.
By implementing the project and developing the various activities, Generation Zero wants
to give to SAHS participants tools and knowledge to recognize a fake news. In order to
reach this goal the project wants to teach the participants which news can be defined as
false or inaccurate. We intend to provide participants with a series of experiences on
ethnicity, race and safety in order to analyze and understand them at best, all this with a
series of non-formal education activities. The project focuses on specific objectives that aim
to achieve competences. The first objective is to diffuse among participants awareness of
the critical use of the media, to understand their power and manipulative use. Ideally we
intend to support integration and fight back the false myth of the immigrant seen as a
social danger.
Another of our specific intention is to go against the myths about religions in order to
promote the idea of diversity and pluralism as a cultural richness for every EU country.
Following this idea, we want to accomplish another specific purpose, that is to give to the
participants the requirements of non-formal education that, better than others, allow us to
filter and understand the news reported by some media whose sense often goes in a very
generic way.
This is the way Generazione zero want to promote the spread of ideas of solidarity and
pluralism between different cultures, which is linked to the development of the sense of
belonging to the European community. Our project is strongly linked to the founding
objectives of Erasmus +.
In particular we share with the program the macro-objective of pushing young people to
active participation, as reported by European cooperation in the youth field (2010-18). We
share specific objectives, such as the participation of young people in democratic dialogue
through the sound and punctual use of information resources within the EU.
From our point of view: young people who are more aware of their role and the responsible
use of information sources, may be less vulnerable to manipulation for other purposes than
informing European citizens correctly.
What tools and instruments this project will give to your participants and your
organizations?
Simple, the SAHS project aims to develop the capacities of the participants such as:
participation in social and civic life, inclusion, the fight against racism and stereotypes,
improving the social and social skills of young people.

In this context, peer education activities will help learners who will also be allowed to
experience the anguish of a migrant traveling the path of the sea. This will allow us to tackle
current and serious issues in a controlled and precise way, even within the countries of
which the organizations are a part. The idea of welcoming the participants of some specific
areas of Europe will allow us to broaden the spectrum of visions and ideas in order to best
fight the most different stereotypes about Jews, Muslims, Sinti, migrants and minorities in
general. The choice of organization exactly follows the search for a partnership of
associations which have been implemented during projects due to the active participation
of young people against discrimination and hate speech.

What kind of problems we want to face up?
Discrimination, Racism, fake news, bad informations, social and racial biases.

Why this project?
The project concerns giving participants: tools, informations, and media skills, news on
hate speech, propaganda, myths about ethnic, racial and religious discrimination, human
rights and minority defense. The package of previewed activities allows participants to
start in non-formal education and peer education. The primary objective of the project is
to understand the role of youth workers in the field of information, and to understand
and improve the ability of young people to recognize false news thus allowing that these
give rise to discrimination phenomena.
The project will mainly focus on the category of refugees and migrants, with the related
religious and racial problems that often accompany the discourse on the phenomenon.
Participants will be guided by non-formal education methods that will allow them to
understand how manipulated news lead to, and how to expose more or less direct forms of
discrimination. The expected impact concerns, first of all, the organizations themselves
which will have the opportunity to have a better look at the formative aspects of the
Erasmus + and SVE program. Furthermore the organizations will test their management
skills of the project. Another significant role will be the establishment of lasting and
profitable partnerships and forms of informal contact also for the future, especially in order
to implement projects concerning these issues, to establish forms of friendship and
operational solidarity and to strengthen contact between members of increasingly
diversified and efficient partnerships in achieving the Erasmus + objectives.
The training activities will put the associations in a position to create, in the countries of
origin, opportunities and moments focused in involving young people about the problems
of discrimination, racism, defense of minorities, active citizenship and political and media

issues. This will allow the group leaders to improve their knowledge on the topics covered,
allowing them to raise awareness among young people. By becoming aware of new
methods and information on the fight against fake news and discrimination for second or
third-generation foreign citizens, the organizations will be able to activate networks and
stimulate projects capable of creating effective dissemination processes. The impact on
participants will affect their "soft skills" concerning the exaltation of feelings of altruism,
pluralism, intercultural/interreligious dialogue and the founding values of the United
Europe.

SAHS intends to provide the less experienced participants with elements of
understanding of the media and the migratory phenomenon of the Mediterranean
trafficking, as well as promoting Youth working projects on their themes, often
irresponsibly and carelessly reported by traditional and non-traditional media. The activities
will allow the Youth Workers to expand their baggage in terms of tools, dynamics, project
types and training of young people.

For Participants and Organizations Managers.

Participant profile, instruction to select participants:
Each organization must select and prepare 4 Participants (18-35)

The Participants involved should be:
 Young people who want to fight violent,
language/discrimination or with a background in fighting extremists/radicals
speeches,included in the partner organization as professionals, volunteers and partak
ers in local/ international activities and who have
personal interest and dedication in supporting and coordinating, the followup phases of the project and the development of post-project visibility activities.
- One participant for each group will be the main representative, he/she will
manage and organize the other members; he/she must be able to held the
position of group leader;

-

one of them can be a subject with minors opportunity (Cultural differences,
Economic obstacles, Refugees, Social obstacles, Geographical obstacles, Health
problems, Educational difficulties, disabilities).
 Participants must be selected from these categories:
- individuals with experience in the coordination and drafting of Key Action 1, Key Act
ion 2, Key Action 3 in Erasmus Plus projects;
- subjects who have had experiences with extremists, radicals, fake news, hate
crimes, inclusion, discrimination in general, political propaganda and bias
information;
- subjects who have been victims of violence / discrimination;
- individuals with experience in the voluntary and / or youth sector;
- subjects with the ability and willingness to support dissemination actions, follow up
and project visibility.

The project spreads into these 3 macro-areas:
Migrants' issues Youth (Participation, Youth Work, Youth Policy) Civic engagement /
responsible citizenship.
Participants should preferably be interested in these themes in order to be selected.

VERY IMPORTANT.
According to the above arguments, Generazione zero deeply hope and expect each
Organization to undertake a scrupulous and thorough selection regarding the just
motivations of the participants and their original and inner involvement.
Generazione Zero require a list of the names of the participants selected for each partner
association, the list must include allergies, food and alimentation issues, health problems,
and any useful information to help us give the participants the best experience possible.
The Organization Generazione Zero strongly advise to maintain gender balance while
selecting participants. It will be easier to organize participant into rooms.

Practical arrangements: Arrivals departures and accommodations

The arrival day is setted for 21/03/2020, the departure day is setted for 28/03/2020.
The organizations should look for flights for Catania “Fontana rossa” (100km North of
Ragusa circa, 1:45h by bus) airport for arrival from 5:00 A.M of 21:03/2020 and departure
from the same airport from the 6:00 A.M. of the 28th of March.
When partner organizations will find suitable flights (economy class only) each of them
must send screenshots (mobile screenshot, pictures of flight will be enough) or links
featuring the time of departure and arrival to Org. Generazione zero before booking flights
(gzpresidenza@gmail.com);
- Without said informations concerning your flights and the final agreement reply by
Generazione Zero there will be no reimbursement.
-In Catania Airport there will be members of the logistic team of Generazione zero project
staff to welcome participant. Due to the different arrival combinations that will occur,
Generazione will choose if booking a private bus to bring participant in Ragusa or redirect
participants to line Bus, leaving and going to Catania international Airport (Etna bus
Company).

About the mobility tool +
We remind you of the instructions given to us by the Italian National Agency:
It is requested to pay particular attention to the conservation of the declaration of each
participant in the activities, signed by the participant himself and by the host organization,
which specifies the name of the participant, his/her e- mail, the place, the start and end
dates of the activity. Please note that the Italian National Agency, in the context of any
checks subsequent to the evaluation of the final report, may request the aforementioned
declarations as well as documentation proving the travel of each participant.
We also remind you that at the end of the activities each youth leader and youth worker
must send the participant report via the Mobility tool +. Particular attention is required to
this activity, in collaboration with the sending partners, as the participant reports are an
integral part of the final report.

Bus Timetables

Here is the list of departures and arrivals from “Fontana rossa” for Saturday, Etna bus
company arrival day 21/03/2020.

Via Zama Ticket office Tel. +39 3316877678 /Tel. +39 33168776788
Bus time table from Catania airport to Ragusa, Saturday 21/03
06.10 08.10 09.10 10.10 11.10 12.10 13.10 14.10 15.10 16.10 17.10 18.10 19.10
20.10

Via Zama Ticket office Tel. +39 3316877678 /Tel. +39 3316877678

From Ragusa (via Zama) to Catania “Fontana rossa”, Saturday 28/03
05.00 6.00 07.00 08.00 09.00 10.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00 17.00 18.00 19.00

For any of the solutions that will be selected, members of Generazione Zero logistic staff
will be in Catania Airport to assist participants and to welcome them in Sicily, so don’t
worry!!

About Ragusa.
The venue
The origins of Ragusa can be traced back to the 2nd millennium BC, when there were
several Sicel settlements in the area. The current district of Ragusa Ibla has been identified
by many historians as “Hybla Heraea”.
The ancient city, located on a 300-metre (980 ft)-high hill, came into contact with nearby
Greek colonies, and grew thanks to the nearby port of Camerina. Following a short period
of Carthaginian rule, it fell into the hands of the ancient Romans and the Byzantines, who
fortified the city and built a large castle. Ragusa was occupied by the Arabs in 848 AD,
remaining under their rule until the 11th century, when the Normans conquered it.
Selected as County seat, its first Count was Geoffrey, son of Count Ruggero of Sicily.

As you can see, from the ancient times to middle ages, till contemporary struggle, Sicily as
an peculiar Island, as been always referred as a timeless land of myths and mystery.
So art, culture, cousine, history, myth, fiction and unusual travel mixed together in one
experience.
Ragusa province is a different location here, tradition, sicilian dialects, economy, social and
entrepreneurship have a different tone.
In this project participants will learn why Ragusa and the historical region of the iblean hills
as been referred as the “island in the island”, and why this corner of Sicily is so unique.

The weather
In March the weather could be still a bit cold, but Mediterrean temperate (no lower than 10
celcius circa). There could be some heavy rain in March.
Weather could be windy, chilly and rainy weather and above all, really random.
So, be aware about that: it could be the end of winter or the beginning of a very hot
spring. We’re in Sicily, of course. But despite of all tales, it could fall snow in winter and we
are far from the seaside kilometres. In the imaginary we are like the
tropics, in the reality we are not!
Ragusa is sited on a hill 600 meters above the sea level, so it could be still cold in march.

Receptive structure and accommodation.
The 24 participants will be hosted in Montreal Hotel, a receptive structure sited in the heart
of Ragusa, near the city hall.
The activity room is located 5 minutes away from the Montreal hotel, in the halls of the
Cathedral museum in via Corso Italia n.87
The participants will be divided in triple or quadruple rooms, depending on the structure
available rooms.

Transportation in Ragusa (bus, connections) and main location.
The participants will be located in a receptive structure in the center of the new town or
Ragusa (often referred as “new town”) near the town hall. They will be near to all the place
of interest of the city:
Town all, Commercial chamber, Main streets of shopping (Via Roma and Corso Italia),the
archeological museum of Greek-roman antiquities, many historical cafés ,libraries, the
Cathedral of Saint Jhon, the touristic info point and above all the majestic Ibla (often
referred as old town, low town or “iusu” in Ragusan dialect). Ibla is easily accessible via bus
and on foot (less than a km from the residence). Ibla is a wonderful late-baroque city full of

touristic attraction, over 100 churches to visit for free and traditional restaurant to discover
and enjoy.
Tumino bus line can bring you from Terminal bus in via Zama to the seaside place of
Ragusa, the touristic port and town of Marina di Ragusa (15 minutes by bus). From Ragusa
you can easily travel to many other famous venues like Catania, Siracusa, Taormina and
many more. Please let us know if you want to stay after or before the project dates, we can
help you organizing your trip!
On the of the Town hall city you can find all the information for cultural events, points of
interest and special festivals. Generazione zero staff will give brochures with basic
information, time stamps and a map of the city to the participants at the arrival.
Other interesting locations.





Castello di donna Fugata (30 minutes by car)
Town of Scicli, Modica and Noto (15-20 minutes by car/bus)
Siracusa and Ortigia(1 h by bus)
Catania (1:30 h by bus)

Site of the city all
Pdf of urban bus upper city
Pdf urban bus ibla

Health Insurance
Health Insurance Health insurance will NOT be provided or reimbursed by the organizers.
All participants are required to purchase health insurance individually, or get the free of
charge formulary E-111 from your national social security that covers medical costs around
EU member states (European Health Insurance Card).

Travel coast for each group
According to the Erasmus + Rules here
are the travel costs rembursable for each participant.
NB: we will reimburse JUST economic class flights, bus tickets, train tickets, in economy cla
ss. TAXI FEES AREN’T REIMBURSABLE.
Greek group: 275 euro each participant
Slovakian group: 275 euro each participant
Hungarian group. 275 euro each participant

Polish group: 275 euro each participant
Latvian group: 275 euro each participant
Portuguese group (Maderia departures):2000 euro (exceptional coast for expensive travel,
geographical difficulties) each participant.

Documents to deliver for the procedure of Travel costs reimbursemen
ts.
• Invoice of flights
• Boarding Passes (in case of loss, Flight Certificate)
• Train tickets in economic class (‘’seconda classe’’ in Italian)
• Bus tickets
For reimbursement after booking flights and tickets:
NO SCREENSHOTS FROM APP FOR DELIVER BOARDING PASS! (good just for agreement with
generazionezero) JUST ORIGINAL PDF OR PAPER BOARDING PASS ARE ALLOWED. NATIONAL
AGENCY DO NOT CONSIDERABLE VALID ANY SCREENSHOT. WE COULDN'T REIMBURSE ANY
EXPENSES WITH SCREENSHOTS. It would be good if your documents would be sent by email(gzpresidenza@gmail.com), in order to speed up the procedures of reimbursement; oth
erwise, paper documents would be sent by registered mail from organisations/participants
with more costs.
According with Italian National Agency’s rules, we cannot reimburse the amount of two or
more participants to an individual Bank Account but just in Organisation’s Bank Account.
After calculating together the amount for each participants, Generazione
zero will address to Organisations an Excel Sheet in which Ngo’s will update Bank Account
information

Participating organizations
Associazione Generazione Zero, Italy
NEOI ELLADOS SE EYROPAIKI DRASI, Youthfullyours GR, Greece
FUNDACJA EDUKACJI I ROZWOJU SPOLECZENSTWA OBYWATELSKIEGO, Poland
AZ EMBERSEG EREJEVEL-CUM VIRTUTE HUMANITATIS ALAPITVANY, Hungary
TEATRO METAPHORA - ASSOCIACAO DE AMIGOS DAS ARTES, Portugal
RUJIENAS NOVADA PASVALDIBA, Latvia.

Contacts
Web magazine
Association Generazione zero Project managment Staff,gzpresidenza@gmail.com (regular
comunications)
Contact person: Sandro Tumino, sandro.tumino@hotmail.it (urgent request and logistic)
+393383733470
Simone lo presti, Sebastiano Cugnata (members of the logistic staff)

